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USING PUBLIC FIRE
EDUCATION PLANNING

Public Fire Education Planning combines-two essential ingredients. One ingredient is
the planning Process, while the second, equally iMportant ingredient is the People who
complete the process.

-THE PROCESS
The planning process has a starting ,pOint and five basic steps: Identification, Selec-

tion,:Design, Implementation, and Evaluation. Within each step are Activities and a Deci-
Aeon. The Activities involve gathering and organizing information, materials, and reSources.
0,In the, Decision phase, the information is reviewed, summarized, and acted upon. Fre-
quently the information, when displayed, will present a clear direction which the whole
group can readily agree on because it represents the consensus of all their thoughts. In
the end, clear objectives should tie stated.

Starting Point: Establish Responsibility
A clear understanding of responsibilities is crucial to effective planning. There are

two major areas of responsibility to be established: administrative or policy responsibility
and Staff or program responsibility. After deciding .which people are responsible for which
duties, the planning process can begin.

Step One: identification
The identification step Involves identifying the most important local fire problems so

that.the fire education effort can focus on those specific problems. The Activities include
gathering information on subjects ranging from the most frequent location of fires to high
risk behavior. The Decision is to agree on the major fire problems in your community.
Once the major local fire problems have been identified, effective solutions can be devel-
-oped.

Step Two: Selection
While Identification defines a community's needs for fire education, Selection is an

inventory of community resources availabiö to meet those needs and selection of achiev-
able objectives.

The Activities of Selection include conducting an inventory of community resources,
available materials, and potential audiences, as well as estimating costs and benefits of
different educational strategies. The Decision is selecting program objectives that meet
your community's needs and resources.

'Step Three: Design
The Design step moves the fire education process from planning towards, implemen-

_teflon. The Activities of Design involve determining the specific content and format of fire
safety messages and packaging the program for delivery to the community. The Decision is
to outline and approve the education program package.

Step Four: implementation
The fourth step is implementing the education program designed for your commun-

ity's specific needs and resources. Implementatioh Activities include producing and distri-
buting materials, training personnel, and involving target audiences in the education pro-
cess. In addition, an organization or individual will monitor the program for smooth
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day-to-day .operation. The Decision is an agreement of exactly how the firereduca4on pro-
gram will be implemented, monitored and, if necessary, modified in your community.

Step Five: Evaluation 4
The final step is measuring 4he impact of the fire, education program. Among the Acti-

vities are comparing baseline and new data on fire deaths, injuries, losses, and incidents.
Old and new information on awareness, knowledge, and behavior in the community will al-
so be compared. The Decision is to review the program's impact and determine its impact.
If the program is successful, measures to illustrate its success should be explored. On
the other hand, if the program is unsuccessful, it may be necessary to modify its focus.
In this way, Evaluation returns you to the Identification or 'Selection4 steps to adjust your
program.

Worksheets and a sample fire education plan have been included to assist you in
completing the planning process.

THE PEOPLE
The way people complete the process is also important. Each step of the planning

process has been carefully designed to help people make the maximum use of available
resources. During each Activities phase, you should list on the worksheets as many dif-
ferent ideas and opinions as possible. Judgements should be deferred until all the infor-
mation is in. Different viewpoints shouid be encouraged; they may lead you to fresh
approaches which will be the key to a successful program.

When working as a group make sure that each person expresses his viewpoint in
turn. Don't be satisfied with just one point of view from the group during this phase.

Both elementsthe Process and the Peoplewere seen at the Second National Pub-
lic Fire Education Planning Conference held at Airlie. There, more than 60 fire educators
were divided into groups to devise solutions to specific fire problems. Each group of ap-
proximately 10 people pooled their knowledge about a specific problem for each step in
systematic planning. By negotiating 9oproaches for each step, each group agreed on spe-
cific plans. At the end of the meeting, participants ad learned the five-step process and
had gained insights into working with each other.

The Airlie experience was a training eession i Public Flre Education Planning. Ore-
gon fire educators, on the other hand, have used tie systematic proceis to plan statewide
public education programs (see Appendix I, "The Oregon Experience"). Airlie participants
and Oregon fire educators validated both the systematic planning process and the role
of group dynamics in planning. Other educators are now using the five-step process for
local planning.
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STARTING POINT:
ESTABLISH RESPONSIBILITY

Assign . administrative and policy responsibilities.
Assign staff responsibilities.
Determine specific responsibilities for "Activities"
and "Decisione.
There are two kinds of responsibility in fire education plan-

ning. The first is administrative and/or policy responsibility which
can include: (1) Providing a statewide perspective, (2) coordi-
nating efforts with other agencies or organizations, and (3) gain-
ing the support of influential agencies, organizations, or indi-
viduale.

The second responsibility involves "front-line" or staffing
tasks. Included hare: (1) Gathering information, (2) locating or
preparing materials, and (3) carrying out the education program.

Yoti may choose tO have two separate groups be responsible
fof the two kinds of tasks. One group, the Flre Education Com-
mittee, may have administrative/pcilley responsibility while an-
other group, the Fire Education Planning Team, has staff usspon-
sibility. Another option for utilizing both groups is to assign
"Activities" to the Fire Education Manning Team and _11Decision"
to the Fire Education Committee. See Appendix I, "The Oregon
Experience," to learn how one state assigned responsibilities.

Some fire educators may find themselves fulfilling both the
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staff and administrative/policy roles. Whether these two func-
tions are performed by two groups or by one, it is important
that the staff duties of the Planning Team and the administrative/
policy duties of the Committee be carried out.

Broad representation from the community is a cornerstone
for the success of both groups. Fire education must be a cOm-
munity effort, which includes fire service, schools, community
service groups, medical personnel and the local. media to help
develop community support for fire education. In phrticular,
people from key community .groups and the target audiences
have influence and information to contribute to the education
process.

Those who are beginning statewide public fire education
planning, as opposed to community level planning, will need the
support of statew/ide fire service organizations and agencies,
.forestry, departments of public instruction, etc. Often, local leVel
people will contact their state level counterparts on behalf of
sfatewide public fire education planning.



STEP ONE: IDENTIFICATION
Objective: To identify major local fire problems.

Effective public fire education programs begin with identify--
ing major local fire problems. Then, community resources can
be used to solve those specific problems. There are many ways
to obtain the information necessary to identify mafor fire prob-
lems. The ,USFA's National Fire Incident Reporting System
(NFIRS) is a very useful resource for Identification. Purely local
efforts can also be successful in pinpointing local fire roblems.

In Seattle, Wash., for example, a cehsus-tract-by-census-tract.
dnalysis of fire inciaents pinpointed a few specific neighborhoods
as high. risk locations. As a result, home inspections and other
ed4cational programs were concentrated in Those neighborhoods.

This approach is not only effective, but more economical than
scattering Fire Department reourdes throughout the city. Target-
ing public fire education programs in this way is recommended
throughout this manual: Identification, of specific- fire problems

the first step toward an effective solution.

ACTIVITY: IDENTIFY FIRE HAZARDS
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Locate records showing causes of fires.
Select most frequent causes of fires.
Determine local patterns of fires.

Records from the National Fire Incident Reporting System
(NFIRS), the State Fire Marshal, local Fire Departments, hospi-

- tal and ambulance'services, the coroner's office, and insurance
data will help the fire educator determine local fire hazards.

This information is important because it can identify the spe-
cific local patterns of fires which should be addressed by your
public education program. In Mississippi County, Ark., for exam-
ple, the Identification phase of a fire education project revealed
bad wiring And overloaded circuits as hazards in that county.
Those responsible for the education program focused commu-
nity attention and effort on electrical problems, reducing fire
losses by 50%. In Upper Arlington, 0., where youthful firesetters
are among thb main causes of fire, the local Fire Department
set up a successful counseling service with community psychol-
ogists.

When the most imptant local tire hazards are identified, a
program can be direc d toward these specific problems with
a higher probability of achieving measurable loss reduction.
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ACTIVITY
IDENTIFY HIGH. RISK, LOCATIONS

Locate neighborhoods or building occupancy
Drwith high fire risks.

over what Is causing the risks to be above(
average.
Concentrate programs and personnel in high risk
tocationa

Certain neighborhoods can be "high risk" in ,terms of fire
dangeri. This is especially true in urban areas, where deteriora-

, tion or "blight" has set in. These neighbOrhoods can be identified
by plotting the locations of fire incidents on a map, as in New
Orleans, where educators found "migrations" of fire incidents
within the city.

In Chicago, the "Operation pride" home inspection program
operated in the three census tracts with the city's highest fire
incident rates. Where rubbish was a major Chicago fire hazard,
th Fire Department cooperated with the. Department of Sanita-
tion to have special pick-ups in the high risk areas. This ap-
proach requires that fire educators learn a great deal, about
local community needs and problems.

IP Identifying high risk locations, it is helpful to remember
that:

1) "High risk locations" can be neighborhoods or building oc-
cupancy types with high fire rates (the number of fires per capita)
or high fire incidence (the absolute number of fires).

2) Fire educators working in high risk locations confront other
bommunity problems, in addition to a high fire risk.

3) Flexibility and cooperation with other city agencies will help
fire edbcators achieve their mission.

IDENTIFY HIGH RISK LOCATIONS
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ACTIVITY: IDENT FY.HIGH RISK TIMES
identify times of day, week Or year with highest
fire loss incidence.
identify types of liras occurring_ at these times.
plan to concintrate fire sefety menages at -these
Urns.
Common,sanse tells us that a Christmas fire prevention cam-

paign should be launched in December and not in July. In the
saihe way; a radio spot about cooking fires should be broadcast
fn the early morning or early evening, when most df these fires
occur.

Fire dangers increase at certain times of the day and of the
year. Local' fire educators should identify these high risk times,
Own organize programs that ll alert people to times of high
like danger.

Los Angeles County is a good example, of using knowledge
abdut high risk timas. During dry spells, the Fire Department dis-
patches apparatus to strategic places when, school is dismissed
in the afternoon. This action cuts down on brush fire incidents,
which are often started by children on their way home frorh

school.
"High risk times" can become moments of opportunity if the

right actions are taken then.

IDENTIFY HIGH RISK TIMES
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ACTIVITY:
IDENTIFY HI H RISK VICTIMS

Identify groups with\lfigh fire death and injury
rates.
Determine why they have a high fire rate.
Involve these groups in\the fire education effort.

Fire is more hazardous to som People tlian to others. The
very young, the very old, and non-w te males, for example, suffer
more fire fatalities proportionately ttan any other age groups
nationwide.

The identity of high risk victims depe ds on ihe local situation.
When the people at the greatest risk ha e been identified, pro-
grama directed to them can be designed. The potential victims
should be involved in the fire education effo

A demonstration program in Robeson C9unty, N.C for ex-
,ariiple, found that American Indians were the ost frequent vic-
tims of flammable liquid fires. A. program was d igned to meet
their needs, and the burn injury rate dropped by 5 percent.

High risk victimsand those people who pre close ,o potential
victimsgreatly need fire education. But in any given ommu-
nity, they must be identified before education and comm nica-
tion can begin.

ACTIVITY:
IDENTIFY HIGH RISK BEHAVIOR

12

Determine which behavioracts or omissions
causes fires.
Decide how the behavior can be changed:
Teach the people exactly what to do.

A person's actions or omissions, either before or after ignition,
are often the most important single factors in a fire incident. Dis-
covering these behavior patterns is often difficult,' but the infor-
mation can prove very valuable to the fire educator.

After obtaining this information, the fire educator will decide
where to intervene in the dangerous behavior. In the South, for
example, children standing too close to space heaters and ignit-
ing nightgOwns has long been a problem. Here, intervention can
occur by eduCating parents and children about the danger, rec-
ommending the purchtse of flre resistant clothing, and/or
teaching children what to do if the! lothing ignites.

Fire educators realize that Wei are not caused by flammable
liquids or smoking materials. Fires are caused by the way people
deal with these agents. For this reason, fire education programs
cannot afford to overlook the relationship betwAen human be-
havior and fire and bury, hazards.

13
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DECISION:
AGREE ON MAJOR FIRE PROBLEM

14
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1.1

Review information on major fireproblems.
Determine which local fire problem is the most
serious. ,

Create "scenarios" of how fire happens.

. The information gathered during Identification will probably
reveal several serious fire problems. The task now is to choose
the problem which, if solved, would have the greatest impact on
the-lc:goal-fire -situation. The fire 'educator may wish to determine
which problem is the most serious in terms of (1) fire incidence,
(2) fire deaths, (3) fire injuries, and (4) fire loss.
-The next step is to create a "scenario" or mental image of how

the fire happens. The scenario can be made from the informa-
tion gathered during Identification activities, from a detailed study
of local fire data, or from an in-depth investigation (including
hunian behaviorY of selected fire incidents. The scenario will
help identify target audiences and strategies for reaching them.

Hypothetical scenarios include:
1. "Children aged 10 and below (high risk victims) setting fires

(high risk behavior) in apartment trash rooms, especially in
the riortheast section of town (high risk location), after
school hours (high risk time)."

2. "Adult females (high risk victims) leaving the kitchen un-
attended during meal preparation (high risk behavior and
high risk location), especially when preparing breakfast in
the morning (high risk time)."

3. "Adult males (high risk victims) smoking in bed while un-
der the influence of alcohol (high risk behavior, and loca-
tion)."

15
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STEP TWO: SELECTION
Objective: To select the most cost-effective
objectives for your fire education program.

When the most serious local fire problems have been clearly
identified, a. strategy to solve those problems can be selected.
Depending On local resources, the fire education strategy might
emphasize mass media, in-school programs, or community-wide
fire education.

In Cincinnati, for example, the Shriners" Burns Institute has
concentrated on training teachers in 'fire safety. This strategy is
aimed at having maximum impact for minimal cost by reaching
many children through a few teachers.iln Los Angeles, where it
is not feasible to reach all the schools, the Fire Department
emphasizes working through the local television stations.

The basic idea is to review the local situation and to chose
the strategy with the greatest potential effect at the.lowest cost.

ACTIV Y:
SELECT TARGET AUDIE ES

Review the high risk victims identified in Step One.
identify those who-influence the high risk victims.
Select the oudience with the greatest potential
impact.

Selecting the target audience for your fire education program
can be the key to its success. It is important to remember, how-
ever, that the target audience may not be the people identified
as high risk victims in Step One. Those who influence the poten-
tial victims are a possible audience. For example, school chil-
dren, the school board, the superintendent, the principal or a
teacher may also be your audience.

In working,with the elderly, 'you may decide that a program
aimed directly at retired persons or at their social organization
is the best approach. On the other hand, you may decide that
the elderly-related fire problems are tied to their housing envi-
ronment and that your target audience should be people who
can pass and enforce codes or managers and nurses at local
health care facilities.

1 7
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ACTIVITY:
INVENfORY COMMUNITY RESOURCES

ldentUy Ihfluential people in thicommunity.
List all local media and civic organizations.
Make personal contact with key people and groups.

A "community resotdce" is anything or anyone who can trans-
mit or help transmit fire Safety Jnessages to the publiclocal
television and radio stations, newspapers, civic groups, schools
and-community organizations, and influential individuals. Once
these community delivery systems have been identified, the
most effective one can be chosen for the fire education program.

In Santa Ana, Calif., for example, the local Kiwanis Club was
one of the first organizations to support public fkre education.
In Boston, a Focal radio station has recently begim a Series' on
arson. In Erie, Pa., the Jaycees are conducting a smoke detector
program.

In developing an inventory of bommunity delivery systems,
the fire educator should remember that:

1) Local broadcasters are required by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission to render services to the communities
in their license area. Station managers will often help a
well planned fire education project.

2) Local civic groups seek worthwhile community projects
and have traditionally been sources of funds and people
for fire education projects.

3) Effective communications is a two-step process. Messages
; transmitted through the media have the greatest effect

when reinforced by local community leaders.

18
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ACTIVITY:
INVENTORY MATERIAL RESCAMP#
, Ask local businesses and organizations what mate-

rials, equipment, or skills they could donate to yew'
program.
Determine availability and cost of fire education
materials.
Review existirig programs and determine the advan-
tages of purchasing educational materials versus
making your own.

Most communities have the resources to create the fire safety
materials needed to conduct a public fire education program. An
inventory of these resources should determine both availability
and cost to the planned fire education program. In Guilford
County, N.C., for example, a local business supplies decals to the
County fire Marshal's office for about 1 cent as opposed to the
5-10 cent commerical rate.

In conducting, the inventory of material 'resources, the local
fire educator shold remember that:

1) Large companies often employ highly skilled graphic artists
and other professionals whose time is frequently loaned to
comMunity projects as a public service.

2) Shopping centers, fast food stores, and civic clubs are al-
ways looking for interesting projects to sponsor.

3) Schools and other organizations often have audio-visual
, equipment (such as slide projectors) which can berusett for

fire education projects.
Descriptions of community-developed education programs are

available from the Public Education Office, USFA . Excellent
commercial materials are available from several sources, includ-
ing the National Fire Protection Association, Film Communica-
tors, Inc., and the Hartford Insurance Company.

iNVENTORY MATERIAL RESOURCES

20
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ACTIVITY:
ESTIMATE COSTS AND BENEFITS

List alternative program objectives.
Estimate costs of alternative program objectives.
Estimate loss reduction impact of each program

. ). vbjective.
Choose the most effective approach within White of
locarresources.

The most effective fire education programs are targeted cam-
paigns based on clear objectives and program strategies. Com-
paring expected costs to expected b9nefits will help in choosing
the best strategy.

A cost-benefit analysis can demonstrate the effectiveness of
public fire education. In Louisiana, for example, It was estimated
that the Forest Service's "personal contactor" program pre-
vented 310 fires a year at a cost of $24 per fire; the savings in
fire loss exceeded the cost of the program.

A cost-benefit estimate will not tell the fire educator which ob-
jective or strategy to 'loose, but it will demonstrate the prob-
able impact of different thoices. For example, residential fires
usually have lower dollar losses per fire than industrial fires. But
many more lives are lost in residential fires. If It costs the same
to prevent both types of fires, which would you, as a fire educa-
tor, emphasize?

20
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DECISION:
SELECT PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Agree on specific and attainable educational objec-
tives that are compatible with local resources and
people.
Agr e on baseline data.
Pr sent a clear "image" of program objectives
a ound which to mobilize the community.

Since a specific local fire problem was identified in Step One,

selection of program objective should focus on specific solu-
tions to this problem. The objectives should be attainable within
the limits of time, money, and available personnel. Wherever,pos-
sible, the objectives should be measureable.

The analysis of costs and benefits should point to the best ob-
jective. If you find that you cannot solve the most serious prob-
lem with the resources available to you (i.e., you cannot attain
your objective),, you may revise your objective or return to Step
One to identify the next most serious fire problem.

Agreeing on the baseline datathe extent of a specific pro-
blem at the beginning of the education programis an impor-
tant part of Selection. Both loss data (the statistical extent of a
prol;olem) and educational data (surveyss of appropriate fire safety
knowledge) can be part of your baseline data on a particular
problem. This baseline figure will be carefully monitored during
the program. A change from the baseline, measured during Eval-
uation, is-one of the best indications that a public education pro-
gram is, in fact, working.

SELECT PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
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STEP THREE: DESIGN

22

Objective: To design and develop effective educational
program materials.

The besign step-is the bridge between planning a fire educe-
' lion program and implementing it in the field. This is the stage

when final decisions are made about specific messages, formats,
and times and places for distribution to the target audiences.
At this time, the fire educator decides what to say and how to say
it, and puts the progrim into a package that.can be used by every-
one involved in the effort.

Public fire education programs across tfte country have suc-
cessfully used local talent to design and produce materials. From
the APBIC Burn Prevention Program in Boston to the Pre-school
Program is Stillwater, Okla., to the "House of Hazards" of Prince
Georges County, Md., local fire educators have shown greilltrea-
tivity In designing effective materials.

ACTIVITY
DETERMINE MESSAGE 'CONTENT

Direct messages toward specific hazards.
Appeal to positive motives.
Show the context of the problem and desired
behavior.

The content of the messages must be designed to solve the
specific *fire problems identified in the first step of the planning
process. The key principles of .designing effective fire safety
messages were investigated in "A Study of Motivational Psychol-
ogy Related to Fire Prevention Behavior in Children and Adults,"
for the National Fife Protection Association's Dick Van Dyke
"Learn Not to Burn" campaign. These principles are:

1) Appeal to existing motives that people have for being fire
safe; don't threaten them;

2) Be explicit about proper behavior and specific in directing
Messages to particular groups;

3) Show people the situation you are talking about anti tell
them what to do.,

The NFPA's "Learn Not to Burn" program has 1;een based on
these principles, and it has had a remarkable degree of success.
Numerous .cases have been documented in which people
remembered the simple, clear messages they saw on television,
and then responded correctly in fire situations.

There is 4ncreasing evidence that public fire education does
work when people are taught how to recognize fire hazards, how
to correct them, and how to react in fire situations.

I.
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ACTIVITY'
D'ETERMINE MESSAGE FORMAT.

Match format to message.
Match format to audience.
Match format to resources.

The best format for the selected messages depends on wheat Is
being communicated, to whom it is being communicated, and the
resources available to the local fire educator.

Showing the correct behavior in a fire situation, for example,
might best be done through a demonstration or on teleyision.
A printed home hazard check list is helpful for locating fire
hazards in the home. A simple wall poster with strong graphics
is best in commercial or industrial establishments. Film strips
are valuable for teaching pre-schoolers with short attention spans.
Longer'films are effective in high schools.

The Massachusetts Firefighting Academy decided that teach-
ing firefighters basic smoke detector information was the best
way to reach the public, since firefighters often handle telephone
inquiries about smoke detectors. The most appropriate format
for their proggirn was a self-instructing technical manual which
could be iused by students in a course and as a reference book

or- in the station.'
U1Nmately, available resoUrces are the determining factor in

choosing a format which is both affordable and effective.

FIRS
Anes5AGe
SMCOTHER

A
OROASE

FIRE!
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ACTIVITY: DETERMINE
MESSAGE TIME AND PLACE

Determine when the target audiences will be most
receptive to fire safety messages.
Schedule messages for maximum effect. . .
This inventory is intended to help tife fire edugetor determine

the best times and 'places to schedule messIges for titiget
audiences. For example, smoke detector advertisements In Cos
Angeles are scheduled for prime tithe evening hours When adult
viewers (potential purchasers) ar Most likely 4to be . watching

, 'Me,
television. In Miami, home inspec 0 are scheduled for Saturday
mornings, 'when people are at but befbre, they begin
watching sports events on television.

In conducting this inventory, the fire educator should consider
the following: . .

1) Most television and radio stations subs01;terito..rating sem"
ices which tell them when different-1Y f people .are
watching or listening to specific ,prograrnss.' quehtly, the
ratings data will be made available for %p tiling fire edu-
cation. ,

-74
24eople',are receptive to different types of fi0 education

Me sages at different' times in their Ova* anclwat different,
tions during the day. Take advantagrof these *hi tilkj,

'apfaing 'pamphlets onJ fire safety for children in the waiting:
rooms of pediatricians', offices or*dropping teatleth ebtiet.
cooking flree in bags at superrtvargete:

1) The best sources for informat_ On how io reachfit eel c,
,- groups are representatives o'ff rOups themse Aik

them when and how to reach thefr'friends and neig 1)4,,
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, DECISION:
A PROVE PROGRAM PACKAGE

Design prograM package.
Determine how materials will .be produced.
Present planned materials to sample audience.

After making final decision about the format, content, *end
timing of the fire education messages, you, must design or
purchase educational materials. This means _putting the educe-

tional message into tne slides, videotapes, posters, or brochures
which will be most effective in your community.

In cities or towns with easy, direct contact between fire edu-
cators and their audiences, simie portable media like elide
shows are often prfiferable. In latter cities, where direct contact
is limited, packaging for the mass media may be more effective.

Once- the materials have been designed or purchased, it is
important to present the material to some people in ther targel
audiences. These people will critique the material anck you can
observe their reactions.

The most effective program materials pickage must be adapted
. to local audiences and local problems. When you are confident
that the materials have.been tested and will work, the Implemen-
tatiOn phase can begin.

26
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STEP FOUR: IMPLEMENTATION
Objective: To effectively implement the public fire
education program plan.

Participation is the key to successful irnplementation of a public

fire education- prdgram..The broad-based membership of the Fire
Education Planning Team and the Fire Education Committee
began -local involvement in your community.

But participation and cooperation Sre needed from other sec-
tions of 'the community as well. The uniformed firefighter needs
to become involved, as do the nurses and doctors in burn trImt-
ment centers, and the target audiences for prevention niessages.
Each of these people can bring a needed "personal touch" to
the education program.

Fire prevention is not only a local problem, it is also a local
process. Like every other activity at the local level, people's
involVement is the key to the program's sUccess. '

3
-t

IMPLEMENTATION
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ACTIVITY: PRODUCE
AND DISTRIBUTE MATERIALS

Assign production responsibilities.
Produce or purchase materials.
Distribute materials to target audiences.

The basic goal of the entire fire education program is proyjding
fire information to the Public at large, and especially to high risk
target audience&

in Los Angeles, for examplei the Fire Department worked with
the local television station to produce' a four-part documentary
on smoke detectors and fire in the home. In this case, production
and distribution were handled by the station, with assistance from
Fire Department advisors. In Ohio, a statewide committee On fire
safety designed and produced fts own slide presentation on
smoke detectors and home escape procedures; extension agents
assisted in distribution. The same group is now working On fire
education materiald for children.

In other communities, community college art classes or media
classes are asked to produce educational materials. Adopting
model programs tested in other communities is another very
effective solution. Frequently, civic groups or fast food chains will
produce and distribute fire education materials as a service to
the community.

Many communities also purchase their educational materials
from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) or partici-
pate in the Hartford Junior Fire Marshal Program.

PRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE MATERIALS



ACTIVITY: TRAIN
AND SCHEDULE FIRE EDUCATORS

Organize fire service personnel and volunteers.
Train people for their job.
Match community "contacts" with target audiences.

Where do you find the people to implement the fire education
program? There are many possible answers to this question, each
one growing out of epecific local circumstances.

In Mt. Prospect, Ill., public education is considered a part of
the uniformed firefighter's job. Fire service personnel perform a
number of public education activities throughout the year, with a
very positive effect on the city's fire rate.

In Edmonds, Wash., civilians were hired with CETA funds to
conduct a Home Safety Survey Program, a home inspeCtion effort
which has reduced home fires in Edmonds by 69 percent.
When CETA funding became unavailable, the Fire Department
recruited and trained 7ialderly volunteers to survey Edmonds'
homes. In Delaware, The State Fire School has organized
teachers, pre-school specialists, nursing home personnel, and
wives of volunteer firefighters to carry out community fire educa-
tion. The school has designed and taught two-day courses for

Fire Safety Instructors.
People can be found, motivated, and trained to teach fire

safety courses which they have never taught beforeand to do
it very well'.

TRAIN AND SCHEDULE FIRE EDUCATORS
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ACTIVITY: OBTAIN AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION AND COOPERATION

involve target groups In Implementing programs.
Tell target audiences whit to expect.

. Reinforce messages through endorsement by local
opinion leaders.

The selected audiences for public fire education programs
'should always be active participants in the education process.
Early participation by these groups helps ensure acceptance of'

.the education program, rather than creating resistance to it.
In Tampa, Fla., the Fire Department organized senior citizens

into mutual assistance fire safety brigades. In Edmonds, Wash.,
homeowners received letters witji their water bills, notifying them
that the fire survey team would (be visiting them soon. The notice
also requested the recipient cooperation in the survey. The
result was a near-90 percent entry rate into Edmonds' homes, a
very high percentage for home inspection programs. Explanations
and endorsements by a Spanish-speaking priest increased the
entry rate in a similar program in ChicagO's Spanish-speaking
neighborhoods.

Fire educators should remember that:
1) Effective communication is often a two-step process.

Messages received through the mese media are far more
effective when reinforted by opinion leaders respected in
the high risk group or by the community as a whole.

2) Participation and cooperation by the community_ at every
possible level is a fundamental principle of Implementation.

DECISION:
MONITOR AND MODIFY PROGRAM

Observe program operation on a day-to-day basis.
Modify program, on the basis of the review.

Day-to-day monitoring of the program during Implementation
permits routine adjustments to be made. A more formal review
should be undertaken at intervals of 6 months or more so that
more substantial changes can be made.

The Chicago Fire Prevention Bureau, in coOperation with the
local sanIttition department, began a neighborhood clean-up
program called "Operdtion Pride." The plan was for voluntary
home inspections to be followed, a few days later, by extra
garbage pick-ups. When the sanitation department was unable
to provide trucks to meet the enormous public response, the
Bureau modified the program by concentrating on fewer neigh-
borhoods with the highedt fire incidence rates.

The ability to be flexible and to change a program after it has
begun is an essential characteristic of the public fire educator.
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STEP FIVE: EVALUATION
Objective: To measure the im Pact of the public fire edu-
cation program and modify the program if necessary.

Evaluation provides the planners with information once the
program is underway. If the program has been effective, More
resources can be committed. If not, the program can be revised.

In Louisiana, for example, sociologists working with the U.S.
Forest Service found that programs using.the mass media effec-
tively communicated information, but did not influence behavior.
They found that their target .audienàM required face-to-face
reinforcement of the fire message before thePNould respond
to it. The program was redesigned; using a "contactor" approach.
Evaluation showed a 55 percent reduction In set fires in one year.

Evaluation is a very valuable tool. It not only measures impact,
but also feeds back information so !hat program modifications
can be made to ensure future success.

EVALUATION
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DECISION:
EVALUATE PROGRAM IMPACT

34

Summarize results from all evaluation.
Decide how to change and improve program.
Return to Identification or Selection phase.

A careful evaluation will point to very specific ways of improv-
ing a public fire education program. These suggestions for im-
provement can then serve as clear recommendations for further
planning and implementation.

The following are sornd hypothetical examples:
1) "Since our campaign began, deaths from careless cigarette

smoking have been cut in half, whiqh was our objective.
Recommended that we now begin to concentrate on space
heaters."

2) "Knowledge of flammable liquid dangers has increased
since the program was implemented, but behavior has not
changed. Recommend we try a 'personal contactor'
program."

3) "Objectives for distribution oi material are not being
reached. Recommend we hire more personnel."

Once the Evaluation phase has produced new, specific recom-
mendations, t.tie fire educator returns to identification for a new
problem or to 'the Selection phase for new education strategies,
correcting areas of weakness and supplementing areas of
strength.

The einire process has now been completed and begins once
again.

FIRE
INCIDENCE

FIRE
INJURIES

AND DEATHS

FIRE
LOSS

.7"
NW\

EVALUATE PROGRAM IMPACT
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ACTIVITY: COMPARE
NEW DATA WITH BASELINE DAT

Make new measurements'.
Compare with baseline loss data.
compare results with overall program objecttves.

What is the impact of public fire edUcation? Comparing loss
and educational data before apd after Implementing education
programs provides a generally reliable measurement of the effec-
tiveness or Impact of education.

One method of measuring program , impact is comparing loss
statistics (death, injury, incidence, and property loss) before,
during; and after an education program. For example, death
declined between 43 percent and 63 percent in pilot projects
conducted by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare in Missouri: Arkansas, and North Carolina. In Santa Ana,
Calif., a 60 percent reduction in per capita fire loss has been
recorded. The USFA's NFIRS System is a valuable tool in

making this type of comparison.
Evaluating a public fire education program should also include

measurement of changes in fire safety awareness, knowledge,
and behavior. Ways of measuring these "educational changes"
include: 1

1). Comparing scores of questionnaires before and after a pro-
gram. This not,only provides information to the fire educator,
but also reinforces the public's increased knowledge.'

2) Conducting telephone surveys of those attending presenta-
tions to determine holii behavior has changed, e.g., purchas-
ing smoke detectors.

Changes in fire riak, such as the number of hazards per home,
can also be measured.

This new data will not only illustrate the impact of the educa-
tion program, but can also serve as baselines for future programs.

33
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THE OREGON EXPERIENCE
A diverse group of Oregon residentsincluding fire service personnel, a nurse, an

insurance investigator, a public health official, forestry personnel, and otherswere the
first fire educators to apply the Public Fire Education Planning process statewide. Their
experiences provide valuable insights on how the planning process works.

%The Oregon Situation
Oregon has 17 fire protection districts linking local and state authorities. In addition,

the statewide Fire Standards angl Accreditation Board created a 15-member Fire Preven-
tion Education Committee to oversee the fire prevention/education work of the Board's
District Liaison Officers. At two conferences District Liaison Officers ECM Committee mem-
bers formed working groups of about 10 people. The District Liaison Officers have under-
taken local staff functions and the statewide.Committee has served as an administrative
and policymaking body.

Planning Insights
1. Pre-conference work Uy the participants Is essential to successful planning meetings.

Before the conference, District Liaison Offibers completed a questionnaire identily-
ing their district's fire problems. To obtain the information, they talked with muhicipal
fire chiefs, fire marshals and others in their district. When the delegites convened Iqr the
first meeting, they were active rather than passive, ready to share Information as well as
listen.

2. Participants should be.brieled on the five-step process before working sessions begin.
An introduction to the five steps provides a "road map" of the planning prooess.

The overview should Include definitions to.eliminate confusion over terms.
The assigned groJp leaders should receive an extensive briefing to enable them to

function effectively.

3. There should be a "referee" to explain terms and answer duestions.
Although a referee was not designated at the first Oregon conference, this need was

filled at the second meeting. The referee should be comfortable enough with the five-
step process to float from table to table to clarify procedures and define terms.

4., The roles ot local and state delegates must be clearly defined.
In Oregon, the goal was to define-the state's most serious fire problem, based on

the initial gathering of local information. The question arose, "Where should the Dis-
trict Liaison Officer's energy be directed Ft state and local problems differ?'.' This Issue
was resolved by emphasizing the state perspective and suggesting that the District
Liaison Officers also begin the planning process at the local level.

5. A previously prepared data base is valuable in focusing the working sessions and
in ensuring that baseline data are established early in the planning process.

The Oregoh fire educators relied on the State Fire Marshal's annual raport,,s the
primary data source, with local statistics gathered by the District Liaison OfficeriV a
secondary data source. Baseline data should be emphasized, since this informatiort4a
critical to Evaluation.
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8. Including a broad mix of people is helpful in avoiding "tunnel vlalbn."
A member of the fire service made this observation in Oregon. Participants felt that

a mix of styles, perspecttves and emieriences contributed to iriformation sharing. in
addition, the mix helped the working groups explore new areas of mutual concern.

7. Organizers must determine whether the conference should be i'low, key" or "high
performance."

At different times during the Oregon conference, the atmosphere shifted from low
key (when the participants set their own pace) to high performance (when time pres-
sures were great).

Either approach. can be successful, The low Rey method emphasizes in-depth plan-

ning and niay result in less work being completed, but greater 'consensus being
achieved..

Several Other states, including Illinois, Delaware, and California, have begun using
the Public Fire Education Planning process. Training sessions on using the systematic
planning process have been conducted in more than 25 states.
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 1

IDENTIFICATION
Objective: To identify major local fire problems.

11

Activities: Answer the following, questions about -your community's fire
problems.

What are the major fire hazards?
Goe1Let.e65 54140C10
al-cAiet, Gtefte Pies

Where are the high risk locations?

MOMEAST SECT/b PJ b F. T*1414

speoe/4 ttf.rs.

When are the high risk times?

WeekelADS
WATS (.1 - 2a .m.

YATWE14-EAfe64 evENA4

Who, are the high risk victims?

Mxtcr t4Azes'(Switim)
Tcoutv Femftes.

kl

What is the high risk behavior?

SM.stritb Nut) oettileboiti
Le ow o N g 1O ye'

Decision:. Agree on major flie problems in your community.
pe$IPEArnht. F/RES 5rARrED By sololovainebifithics
r5PEGImaY PM: 3 AREA; usivu.of ft1 Apeorr

AND om waEKEA/Ds,
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 1

IDENTIFICATION
Objective: To identify major local fire problems.

Activities: Ansvfer the following questions about your community's fire
problems.

What are the major fire hazards?

Where are the high risk locations?

When are the.high risk times?,
AK,..

Who are the high risk victims?

What is the high risk behavior?

bi

Decision: Agree on major fire problems Ii your community.

41
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 2

SELECTION
Objective: To select the most cost-effective objectives for your education

program.

Activities: Answer,the following questions about your community:

Decision:

ow.

Who are your potential audiences?
-. VED(ke WHO LNE I t4 , MarrAu al 43 KEIV_

Nt at-Ts ESPeciALLy Mtcut'-"S
PrPer. RESIDENT%

What are your community resources (civic groups, media, etc.)?
LAO Kis tt whtdIsi 1c4F-
sup toe. V TeNikmrs PcSSbC,1 AMON'
cEME if PLANT COAW40YEs StiDetuffi. Re:saws) _

*we "tool o
What materials can you use?

S Iwo- pereCTOC. Fl 1.44
540KE :DfTetTD(. SROC""

("eat OSPA)

Estimate costs and benefits of the various education programs.
siocsa cofies oc iwologe FOR SSW

it4EW sLiDe- sObtri 450b
NOW 12-RON5 P 6N-111 ¶0 soPeole-Y O1s3

78 btat, ReEs
Select achievable objectives.

1'Elh'14E 5MDK/Nov PIREs rid SODS0*
BY SD% /N 6 AIDN716; TO +/ME
INSIDE-Ws INSTALL. SOD sactKE
DETEc-The, N 414011 Mb AITHS . 1

THeboao ED. peoileAM t N 5 AlPti viges
Perfribes. :Ow is tt4DK.in16 FIRES AS ?AM-4W
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION:PLANNING
WORKSHEET 2'

SELECTION
Objective: To select the most cost-effective objectives for your-education

; prog rain.

'Activities: Answer the following questions about Our-community.

Who are your potential audiences?

What are your community resources (civic groups, media, etc.)?

What materials can you use?

Estimate costs and benefits of the various education programs.

N,

Decision: Select achievable objectives.
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUcATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 3

DESIGN
Objective: To design and develop effective educational program materials.

Activities: Answer the following questions about your community.

What is your primary message?
SMOKE WM h SMOKE Mix402

Which fOrMats are best to present your message?
TiVe5ENTAllokS LeCA1- GitoOes

r visreteolE 5 RbcoN OrnE
sflomi sump zilow oe kbvie

CIDEPONtwo oN eme eiRoOP)
When are the best times and places to "present your messade?

SOST Ber-6RE 1I4VA41 so Mike CA+I
130/ DerecThes UDON

SUIEDULED MEE17NOS OP a.ocAt. c OOPS
IN 'ME MEI Oti8o124100 D

Decision: Specify your education program package.

504,01e DETECTOR. PeeSENTAVONIS
Per uff1W4s of- L-ocitt. GRIWPS.

,REINFooce kleis5A6c V4 rn4 ibu De U4bW
Csa MME. seND ieactiOns 0DME IMO
THE horlocif
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PUBLIC FIRE-EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 3

DESIGN
Objective: To design and develop effective educational program materials.

Activities: Answer the following questions about your community.

What is your primary message?

Which formats are best to present your message?

When are the best, times and places to present your message?

Decision: Specify your education program package.
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 4

IMPLEMENTATION
Objective: To effectively implement the public fire education plan.

Activities: Answer the following questions about your eOtication prograni.

How will you produ9e stow materials?

MILLER. it PificKe T4EW SLioe, sHoW
otowts eier 162.oc.+10gE PeINTED

Gay SN'DP

How will the materials be distributed?

iitker bF pee:SE-NIA-MONS
SGboT Tebbe 49 Tb INSEMBoTE

NcrDt T1 ON Om eD04 Otees

Who veill train and schedule,thefire educators in your community?

Sea, MILLCR. ReSPOhlst 64..e
q$

How will you obtain participation and cooperation from target
groups in implementing the education program?

1-1 ONIS 17er:61 DEN T TZ) FORM COMM I TTEE
MA I oft SOK% Tb eftoase Vvreozes

ON RAD, 0 VI P Fr II Spain PSA

Decision: State how the public education program will be implemented
and monitored in your community.

- 1p ?eo6eivoi WILL Be I met .344-MTEb
6 WEEKS v4ITI4 44eLP FRoti .L1ONS C.LOS,
-Mow 4eit.

Sefr, MILLeR rb Ke-e-P CMer OP
1..CitThva1 161 111 ,ThE Pve)oc ON SAL b ke"
PE1M:11R-S vlitpii, VI 41 P-E, NA1 14 b, kW Pea ikEtt45)
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 4

IMPLEMENTATION
111)Jective: To effectively implement the pbblic fire education plan.

Activities: Answer the followindquestions about your education program.

How will you produce your materials?

How will the materials be distributed? f,

Who will train and schedule die fire educators in your community?

How will yOu obtain participation and cooperation from target
groups in implementing the education program?

,

Decision: State how the public education program will be implemented
and monitored in your community.
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PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 5

EVALUATION
Objective: To measure the impact of the public education program and

modify the program if necessary.

Activities:

How will -you, measure reduced fire deaths, injuries, loss, and
incidence?

BAir 4.3 L-04S WILL. SE COMPA126 0941-nif
efteu Me &etre. 3* 6/ 6, A141:0 MD Writs.

How will you measure changes in knowledge, awareness and

COMMUNtr/ POLL TT) :sEr 44oW A-V*1V
Watt" Perepbes Ae /Nsiku.ep

Decision: State the impact of the public education program in your com-
munity.
ft RE NCIDETICG DOW N era S2 ! -900 TX1ECTbe3
/N srku.01

Determine to return to identification (to define new problems)
or to Selection (to select new strategies and objectives).



PUBLIC FIRE EDUCATION PLANNING
WORKSHEET 5

EVALUATION
Objective: To measure the impact of the public education program and

modify the program if necessary.

Activities: Answer these questions about your education program

How will you measure reduced fire deaths,4rijorries, loss, and
incidence?

How will you measure changes In knowledge, awareness and

Decision: State the impact of the public education peogram In your corn-
, munity.

Determine to return to Identification (to define new problems)
or to Selection (to select new strategies and objectives).
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